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Abstract. The influence of low temperature annealing and subsequent deformation on
microstructure, strength and ductility was investigated for the first time for high pressure torsion
(HPT) processed commercially pure Al. Extremely high increases in the conventional yield stress
(up to 50%) and ultimate tensile strength (up to 30%) were obtained by annealing of the ultrafine
grained (UFG) samples in the range 90–200 °C for 1 h. Such increases were accompanied by a
sharp drop in ductility up to 1%. Implementation of high ductility at the level of coarse-grained Al,
while maintaining high strength of the HPT-processed sample was demonstrated for the first
time and achieved by repeating the low temperature annealing followed by subsequent additional
HPT deformation. The key role of relaxation of non-equilibrium high-angle grain boundaries
(GBs) in the strengthening effect of UFG-Al by annealing is shown. Two theoretical models are
suggested to explain the hardening by annealing and the implementation of high ductility in UFG
structures. Within the models, plastic deformation occurs through emission of lattice dislocations
from triple junctions of GBs containing pile-ups of grain-boundary dislocations, glide of the lattice
dislocations across neighboring grains, their accumulation at and climb along the opposite
GBs. The energy characteristics and the critical stresses of dislocation emission are determined
in two different cases, for UFG Al subjected to annealing only and to annealing with subsequent
additional HPT deformation. The calculated theoretical dependences of the flow stress on the
plastic deformation value well fit qualitatively and quantitatively to our experimental data.

1. INTRODUCTION

Ultrafine grained (UFG, 100 nm < grain size d < 1
m) or nanocrystalline (NC, d < 100 nm) metals
fabricated by severe plastic deformation (SPD) proc-
esses have been extensively investigated due to
their high strength compared to coarse-grained  (CG)
metals; see e.g., [1–11]. Much attention has been
paid to the UFG/NC face-centered cubic (FCC)

materials, which demonstrate unique mechanical
behaviors such as high strength, reduced or even
no strain hardening, high strain rate sensitivity, etc.
[12–14]. These unique mechanical properties of
UFG/NC FCC metals are explained by the underly-
ing deformation mechanisms in which grain bounda-
ries (GBs) play the key role [13–17]. Realization of
plastic deformation in NC structures by a nuclea-
tion of dislocations from GBs, their propagation
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through the grain, and the absorption at GBs was
demonstrated in MD simulations [15]. Yang et al.
[13] proposed a model based on the absorption of
dislocation pile-ups by GBs to explain work soften-
ing. The interaction of dislocations with GBs in UFG
aluminum was directly observed in in situ TEM load-
ing-unloading experiments [16]. Sauvage et al. [17]
showed that GBs in UFG metals differ from regular
GBs by atomic structure and stress fields. Stress-
strain responses such as increased yield stress and
yield point drop were analyzed for UFG FCC
polycrystal from the viewpoint of grain size and dis-
location density in FE simulations [18].

In addition to the above unique properties of UFG/
NC metals, recently it has been found that post-
process annealing and subsequent plastic deforma-
tion can strongly affect the mechanical behavior of
nanostructured metals in unexpected way. In par-
ticular, Huang et al. [19] observed that
nanostructured Al can be hardened by annealing at
low temperatures and softened when subsequently
deformed, which is in contrast to the typical behavior
of ordinary CG metals. When commercial purity
(CP) (99.2%) UFG Al fabricated by accumulative
roll bonding (ARB) process with the equivalent strain
of 4.8 was annealed at a relatively low temperature
of 150 °C for 0.5 h, the yield stress increased by
about 9% from 259 to 281 MPa. Such hardening
was accompanied by a strong decrease in ductility.
The phenomenon was named as “hardening by an-
nealing”. When subsequent cold rolling with 15% of
rolling reduction was applied to the annealed UFG
samples, the yield stress reduced and the elonga-
tion increased so that the stress-strain curve be-
came similar to that before the low temperature
annealing. This phenomenon was called as “soften-
ing by deformation”.

Hardening by annealing of UFG Al was also ob-
served in a number of works [20–24]. Hardening by
annealing is not typical for CG metals and supposes
new mechanism(s) which can operate only in met-
als with UFG or nanocrystalline microstructure.

Huang et al. [19] attributed the origin of harden-
ing by annealing and softening by deformation to
the limitation and the increase of intragrain disloca-
tion sources in UFG structure due to low-tempera-
ture annealing and the low degree of cold rolling,
respectively. According to Horita et al. [1], the de-
crease in the number of sources of intragrain mo-
bile dislocations occurs due to their sink into nearby
high-angle grain boundaries (GBs) during anneal-
ing. Using TEM, the interior dislocation density was
showed to decrease from 1.33.1014 m-2 in the ARB-
deformed state to 5.3.1013 m-2 after annealing at 150

°C for 0.5 h. Later Miyajima et al. [25], using scan-
ning transmission electron microscopy (STEM) ob-
servations in combination with precise measure-
ments of electrical resistivity, obtained a compara-
ble change in the density of interior dislocations from
an initial value of 1.3.1014 m-2 down to 4.1013 m-2 for
ARB-deformed CP Al (99.1%) after a similar low-
temperature annealing. The authors [25] concluded
that the change in dislocation density was not dra-
matically high to explain the origin of the abnormal
mechanical properties of UFG metals. They sup-
posed that hardening by annealing and softening
by subsequent deformation were probably some-
how related to the thermally activated depinning of
dislocations emitted from GBs, as is the case in
the theory proposed by Kato [26].

It should be noted that hardening by annealing
was not observed in a number of UFG structures of
commercially pure (CP) Al. For example, for CP Al
(99.5 wt.%) in which the UFG structure was ob-
tained by rotary swaging [27] or equal channel an-
gular pressing [28], the subsequent annealing at
temperatures up to 175 °C did not lead to any
change in microhardness. The inconsistency of lit-
erature data on the influence of annealing on the
aluminum strength is most likely due to specific
features of the UFG structures obtained by various
methods and regimes of SPD. Therefore, it seems
important to investigate the effect of annealing and
subsequent deformations on Al nanostructured by
different methods of SPD, comparing the specific
microstructural features with the resulting mechani-
cal behavior.

In the present work, the influence of low tem-
perature annealing in a temperature range of 90–
400 °C and low degree additional deformation on
microstructure and resulting strength characteris-
tics (the conventional yield stress and ultimate ten-
sile stress) and ductility have been investigated for
the first time for high pressure torsion (HPT) proc-
essed CP Al. A dramatic increase in the conven-
tional yield stress by annealing and a drastic in-
crease (on the level typical for CG Al) in ductility by
subsequent deformation have been obtained for UFG
aluminum for the first time. We have tried to eluci-
date the key microstructural parameters responsi-
ble for hardening by annealing and for significant
increase in ductility after a small additional plastic
deformation. On the basis of the obtained experi-
mental results, theoretical models explaining hard-
ening by annealing and the implementation of high
plasticity while maintaining a high level of strength
have been proposed for UFG structures. To our best
knowledge, no plastic deformation micromecha-
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nisms explaining hardening by annealing and sof-
tening by subsequent deformation have been sug-
gested until now.

2. MATERIAL AND EXPERIMENTAL
PROCEDURES

The CP aluminum A5E (min 99.5 wt.% Al, further
denoted as Al; grade aluminum A5E corresponds
to the chemical composition of the grades of
aluminum 1350, registered by the American
aluminum Association) was chosen as the material
for this study. In order to obtain UFG structure, cy-
lindrical bars 9 mm in diameter and 8 mm in height
were cut from an initial rod, compressed under a
pressure of 6 GPa to a height of 2 mm and sub-
jected to SPD processing by HPT under a hydro-
static pressure of 6 GPa to 10 revolutions (n=10) at
room temperature (RT). The HPT treatment resulted
in 1 mm-thick disks 20 mm in diameter. The result-
ing HPT true strain  was estimated using the fol-
lowing equation [29]:

hnr

h h
0

2
ln ln ,


    (1)

where r is the distance from the center of the sam-
ple, h

0
 and h are the disk height before and after

HPT, respectively. According to Eq. (1), after n=10
the true strain at r=5 mm was 6.4. The HPT-pro-
cessed samples were annealed at various tempera-
tures in the range 90–400 °C for 1 h to obtain a
variety of microstructural parameters (grain size, GB
misorientation angle, dislocation density, etc.). Here-
after, the HPT-processed samples without anneal-
ing are referred to as Al_RT, the samples with sub-
sequent annealing at a temperature T

an
 are referred

to as Al_T
an

(for example Al_90, Al_130, and so on).
Microstructure of the obtained samples was stud-

ied by electron backscattering diffraction (EBSD)
and X-ray diffraction (XRD) analysis. The EBSD stud-
ies were performed using the scanning electron
microscope Zeiss Merlin with a scan step of 0.2
m. The diffraction patterns were indexed using
seven Kikuchi bands. For each sample under study,
an area containing at least 2000 grains was
analyzed to determine the distributions of grains on
size and GBs between the adjacent grains on their
misorientation angle (). EBSD maps were taken
from the plane parallel to the disk plane at a dis-
tance of 5 mm from the disk center. The area of
each grain determined during the EBSD mapping
was approximated by the area of a circle, the diam-
eter of which was taken as a grain size [30]. The
average grain size (d

av
) was calculated from the

obtained distributions of grains on size. GBs with
misorientation angle 15° were referred to high-
angle GBs (HAGBs), the percentage of HAGBs is
further denoted as f15

. XRD measurements were
taken on the Bruker D8 DISCOVER diffractometer
in the regime of symmetric -2 scanning with a
parallel radiation beam CuK (40 kV, 40 mA). The
scanning step was 2=0.02° and exposition time
was 0.5 s. The Pauli analysis method using TOPAS
5.0 software was applied to determine lattice pa-
rameter (a), average size of coherent-scattering
regions (D

XRD
) and elastic microdistortion level

(<2>1/2). The dislocation density L
dis

was estimated
from the data obtained as follows [31]:

dis

XRD

L
D b

2 1/2
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  (2)

where b is the Burgers vector magnitude for a per-
fect lattice dislocation.

To perform mechanical tests, blade-shaped
specimens with a gauge width of 2 mm and a gauge
length of 6 mm were cut from HPT-processed disks
using the electric-spark machine. The uniaxial ten-
sile test was performed on a Shimadzu AG-XD Plus
machine with a constant strain rate of 5 10-4 s-1.
Sample straining was recorded using a TRViewX
55S video extensometer. At least 3 samples were
tested for each state. The conventional yield stress
(

0.2
) corresponding to 0.2% strain, ultimate tensile

strength (
UTS

) and relative elongation to failure ()
were determined from the stress-strain diagrams
obtained.

3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND
DISCUSSION

The mechanical properties of CP Al were measured
by tensile tests at room temperature. Fig. 1 shows
the typical tensile curves of CP Al in the initial CG
state, after HPT processing and subsequent anneal-
ing at T

an
=150 °C and additional deformations. The

variations in 
UTS

, 
0.2

, and  for all studied states
are presented in the form of diagrams in Fig. 2. As
is seen, after HPT processing, 

0.2
 and 

UTS
 in-

creased by a factor of about 4 times, but  de-
creased more than twice. These results agree well
with the data of [19,21,22,27,32–34], in which sub-
stantial increase in strength characteristics and
decrease in ductility were obtained for CP Al with
UFG structures formed by other methods, such as
accumulative roll bonding, rotary swaging, and
equal-channel angular pressing. Subsequent anneal-
ing for 1 h at T

an
 in a temperature range of 90–200°C
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provided a further increase in 
0.2

 and 
UTS

 up to
50.4% and 28.8%, respectively (Fig. 2), while 
dropped to 1%. It should be noted that such strong
hardening by annealing was achieved for the first
time. Huang et al. [19] reported the increase in 

0.2

by 8.9% after annealing at 150 °C for 0.5 h. The

Fig. 1. Stress–strain diagram of CP Al specimens:
(1) initial CG state, (2) after 10-revolution HPT at
room temperature, (3) after HPT and annealing at
150 °C; (4) after the treatment similar to the treat-
ment for (3) plus 0.25-revolution HPT at room tem-
perature; (5) the same treatment as that for (4) plus
annealing at 150°C for 1 h; (6) the same treatment
as that for (5) plus 0.25-revolution HPT at room tem-
perature.

Fig. 2. Variation in ultimate tensile strength, con-
ventional yield stress and ductility with annealing
temperature and subsequent additional deformation
for HPT-processed CP Al. The mechanical proper-
ties of CP Al in the initial CG state are also pre-
sented for comparison.

comparison of the obtained values of annealing-in-
duced effect for UFG CP Al processed by different
methods of SPD is presented in Table 1.

In our work, the maximum increase in the
strength accompanied by the minimum value 1%
was obtained for T

an 
=150°C. This state (HPT+150

°C) was chosen for study of possible effect of sof-
tening by subsequent deformation. The subsequent
deformation (additional HPT deformation by 0.25
revolution corresponding to the additional true strain
 0.012) was applied after the annealing. As is
seen in Figs. 1 and 2, such deformation substan-
tially increased the ductility. Strength, although de-
creasing, but retained the values typical for the HPT
state. It was found that repeating the procedure
consisting of annealing at 150 °C and subsequent
deformation by 0.25 revolution leads to a record in-
crease in ductility (42%) while maintaining
strength at the level typical for the HPT state (Figs.
1 and 2). These findings point to a route for develop-
ment of strong and ductile UFG materials based on
(HPT) severe plastic deformation followed by twice
repeating treatment consisting of an appropriate
annealing and minor subsequent torsional deforma-
tion.

Detailed microstructural analysis was conducted
to understand the underlying mechanisms respon-
sible for the annealing-induced hardening. The micro-
structure was characterized by XRD and EBSD
analyses. Fig. 3 presents typical EBSD maps of
CP Al after HPT processing (a) and subsequent
annealing at 150 °C (d), as well as the grain size
distribution (b,e) and distribution of GBs on
misorientations (c, f) obtained on the basis of these
maps. Such characteristics were obtained for all
the studied states. Fig. 4 shows the average grain
size and fraction of HAGBs for these states. As is
seen, the average grain size remains practically
unchanged after annealing at 90 °C and only slightly
increases under annealing up to 200 °C.
The XRD patterns of CP Al in three states – after

HPT processing, after subsequent annealing at 150
°C, and after additional deformation by 0.25 revolu-
tion – are presented in Fig. 5 which demonstrates
the peak narrowing after annealing and the peak
broadening after subsequent additional deformation.
The results of XRD analysis are shown in Table 2.
Since annealing practically did not change the value
of D

XRD
, but resulted in pronounced decrease in the

value of <2>1/2, changes in the microdistorsion level
can be referred to changes in the dislocation den-
sity. Indeed the line broadening analysis from
Williamson and Smallman is not very accurate and
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does not give very accurate absolute values of dis-
location densities. However, our comparative study
of the influence of annealing and additional defor-
mation on the XRD patterns in the same geometry

Fig. 3. EBSD maps and corresponding grain size distribution and distribution of grain boundaries on
misorientation angle  for HPT-processed CP Al before (a,b,c) and after annealing at 150°C (d,e,f).

Fig. 4. Annealing temperature dependence of the
grain size and the fraction of high-angle grain
boundaries for HPT-processed CP Al.

Specimen D
XRD

, nm <  2>1/2, % L
dis

, m-2

Al_RT 240 ± 40 0.008 ± 0.003 ~ 4.1.1012

Al_150 250 ± 50 0.003 ± 0.001 ~ 1.5.1012

Al_150 + 0.25 300 ± 60 0.010 ± 0.003 ~ 4.1.1012

Table 2. Results of X-Ray diffraction analysis of CP Al specimens after HPT treatment, subsequent anneal-
ing at 150 °C and additional HPT by 0.25 turns. D

XRD
 is the average size of coherent scattering regions,

<2>1/2 is the level of crystal lattice microdistorsions, L
dis

 is the dislocation density.

shows a correct trend. We repeated the series of
such measurements three times and confirmed the
trend shown in the table. The dislocation density in
the HPT-processed CP Al is not high and is equal
to ~4.1.1012 m-2. The subsequent annealing at 150
°C leads to a significant decrease in the dislocation
density (by a factor of almost 3). The subsequent
additional small HPT deformation provides a sub-
stantial increase in the dislocation density nearly
restoring the level characteristic of the unannealed
UFG structure. Earlier we have showed by trans-
mission electron microscopy that HAGBs in the
HPT-processed CP Al demonstrate specific features
of non-equilibrium character, namely, contours of
extinction at GBs are extended in these samples
and they become much narrower already after an-
nealing at 90 °C despite the grain size and portion
of HAGBs do not change [36].

Moreover, only few dislocations were found within
the grains by TEM in both HPT-processed samples
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Fig. 5. The X-ray diffraction patterns of CP Al samples after high pressure torsion (Al_RT), after subsequent
annealing (Al_150) and after additional small deformation (Al_150+0.25). The inset shows both the experi-
mental results and simulation results for the parts of the XRD patterns denoted by the box.

before and after annealing at 90 °C [36]. It means
that dislocations mostly locate near GBs [36].

According to [37,38], the extinction contour
broadening near GBs in SPD-processed metals is
caused by internal stresses and crystalline lattice
distortions near GBs. In particular, Islamgaliev and
Valiev [38] performed their analysis of extinction
contours on TEM images of Cu structured by SPD.
They obtained strain distribution in dependence on
distance from a GB. Valiev et al. [2] showed that
such strain distribution can be described as a strain
field from an ensemble of GB dislocations (GBDs),
more precisely, of extrinsic GBDs which are capa-
ble to glide within their GBs. For Al-0.5Mg alloy,
structured by HPT, the presence of extrinsic dislo-
cations in GBs was directly shown by high resolu-
tion electron microscopy [39]. Recently, based on
a lattice image taken with an aberration-corrected
transmission electron microscope for
nanocrystalline Pd, a comprehensive strain analy-
sis has been performed and the results have been
compared with a molecular dynamics simulation
[40]. In particular, the authors showed that the strain
field of the core of the triple junction has the charac-
teristics of a dislocation.

Thus, we have demonstrated the existence of
hardening by annealing in a temperature range of
90–200 °C for HPT-processed CP Al. It has been
also found that it is possible to achieve high ductil-

ity at the ductility level of CG Al while maintaining
high strength of the HPT-processed sample by re-
peating the treatment consisting of low tempera-
ture annealing followed by a slight additional defor-
mation by HPT. The UFG structure of the HPT-proc-
essed samples had the following specific microstruc-
ture features: (1) most of GBs belonged to HAGBs
which demonstrated specific features of non-equi-
librium character; (2) the initial dislocation density
was rather low (4.1.1012 m-2) and mostly attributed
to GBs [36]; (3) the grain interior was nearly free of
dislocations [36]. The additional small deformation
of the annealed samples nearly restored the dislo-
cation density to the value which is typical for the
HPT-processed samples before annealing.

A comparison of the obtained results with the
literature data is given in Table 1. It can be seen
that the effect of hardening by annealing takes place
only for those UFG structures in which the majority
of GBs are HAGBs, while does not depend on the
initial dislocation density in grain interior, i. e. the
annealing-induced hardening takes place in both the
UFG structure with high intragrain dislocation den-
sity and UFG structure with nearly dislocation-free
grain interior. Definitely, the presence of dominant
amount of HAGBs seems to be a necessary re-
quirement to observe the annealing-induced effect.
However, our findings show that this effect appeared
after relaxation of HAGBs during annealing. Me-
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chanical testing of the UFG structure with the re-
laxed structure of HAGBs shows an increase of
strength and sharp decrease of ductility. Such re-
laxation of GB structure can be due to rearrange-
ment of dislocations inside GBs that can be ac-
companied by annihilation of GBDs without accept-
ing intragrain mobile dislocations as in our case or
with accepting mobile intragrain dislocations as in
the case studied by Huang et al. [19]. It is impor-
tant to note that low temperature annealing did not
practically change the portion of HAGBs that sup-
ports our suggestion that the key microstructural
parameter of UFG structure to demonstrate the an-
nealing-induced hardening is the presence of domi-
nant amount of non-equilibrium HAGBs, the energy
of which could be decreased by appropriate anneal-
ing. Our results and conclusions are in good agree-
ment with the results of Hasnaoui et al. [41]. Using
molecular dynamic simulations of nanocrystalline
Ni, the authors showed that short-term annealing
leads to relaxation of non-equilibrium GBs and such
relaxation results in reduction of plasticity (increase
of strength). Hu et al. [42] demonstrated a colossal
increase of microhardness by annealing for nano-
grained Ni and (Ni–Mo) alloys, and showed experi-
mentally that it occurred as a result of relaxation of
GBs and grain boundary segregation of Mo.

Since the CP Al is not completely pure metal,
but contains some amount of impurities, it is impor-
tant to consider their influence on the observed ef-
fects of hardening by annealing and softening by
subsequent deformation. No formation of any sec-
ondary phases after annealing was observed in these
samples by TEM [36]. In our case of UFG CP Al,
we could not find any experimental evidence of in-
fluence of GB segregation on the effect of harden-
ing by annealing. In particular, the specific resistiv-
ity of GBs decreases after annealing [23, 36], which
would not occur in the case of the formation of GB
segregation or an increase in its level during an-
nealing. Moreover, the reproducibility of the increase
of 

0.2
 after annealing and the decrease of 

0.2
 after

subsequent deformation to the level, which is typi-
cal for the state before annealing, also excludes
any dominant role of segregation in these phenom-
ena. The fact that the effect of hardening by anneal-
ing is observed for quite pure Al 99.99 (wt.%) [21]
also supports this conclusion.

On the basis of experimental results and litera-
ture data discussed above we can make the follow-
ing conclusions and suggest some ideas about un-
derlying mechanisms of the observed deformation
phenomena:

(i) In the HPT-processed CP Al, the relatively
small densities of dislocations inside the grains and
low-angle GBs certify that strengthening mecha-
nisms caused by these elements of defect struc-
ture cannot play any noticeable role in the general
strengthening of the HPT-processed UFG Al. In con-
trast, the strengthening mechanisms caused by the
non-equilibrium HAGBs, exhibiting high level of re-
sidual strains, should determine the general
strengthening in our case. The major
micromechanisms of plasticity seem to be motion
(glide and climb) of extrinsic GBDs [43,44], emis-
sion of lattice dislocations (LDs) from HAGBs
[15,16,45,46], glide of the LDs across grains [15,16],
accumulation of LDs at the opposite HAGBs [15,16],
acceptance of LDs by HAGBs [13,15,16] and trans-
formation of the LDs into GBDs [16]. Diminishing
the grain size in these circumstances should de-
crease the number of extrinsic GBDs which are
capable to glide within their HAGBs, form pile-ups
at their triple junctions and emit LDs from them. As
a result, the emission of LDs should need a higher
level of external stress, and a smaller number of
LDs should be emitted, which should provide an in-
crease in the strength and a decrease in the ductil-
ity of the HPT-processed UFG Al.

(ii) Annealing of the HPT-processed UFG Al at
150 °C during 1 h strongly increases its strength
and drastically decreases its ductility. The density
of dislocations decreases, while the average grain
size does not change significantly, and the fraction
of HAGBs remains practically the same, however
their structure becomes closer to the equilibrium
one. In terms of the aforementioned
micromechanisms of plasticity, we can suggest that
the hardening by annealing is explained by a strong
decrease in the number of extrinsic GBDs through
their partial annihilation, a significant release of re-
sidual elastic strains in the vicinity of HAGBs and,
possibly, by pinning of GBDs by impurities migrat-
ing along the HAGBs. As a result of these proc-
esses, the pile-ups of GBDs at HAGB triple junc-
tions should contain much less GBDs and, there-
fore, should need much higher external stress to
emit LDs into the adjacent grains. This seems to
be the main reason for the hardening by annealing
in our case. The diminished ductility seems to be
mainly related with a decrease in the number of
emitted LDs.

(iii) Small additional room-temperature HPT de-
formation of thus annealed UFG Al decreases the
strength (practically to the same characteristic val-
ues which were shown by the HPT-processed UFG
Al before the annealing), but greatly increases its
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ductility. The crystal lattice microdistorsion level and
dislocation densities increase to about the same
values as before the annealing. The obtained sof-
tening by deformation may be explained in the same
terms as before. Indeed, new portion of HPT defor-
mation restores the non-equilibrium state of HAGBs
as it follows from even enhanced level of elastic
strains. Therefore, the number of GBDs, which are
capable to form pile-ups, strongly increases again,
the powerful GBD pile-ups form and start to emit
LDs under a lower external stress, which can be
treated as softening. On the other hand, the number
of emitted LDs increases as well, which provides a
great enhancement of ductility.

In the following Section 4, we suggest two theo-
retical models which describe points (ii) and (iii) in
detail.

4. THEORETICAL MODELING

Based on the experimentally identified key micro-
structural parameters for the observed effects of
annealing-induced hardening and softening by de-
formation, we propose the following microscopic
models which explain these effects and describe
the plastic deformation micromechanisms respon-
sible for the unique combination of high strength
and functional plasticity in UFG aluminum.

4.1. Models for transformation of GBD
structure in UFG materials

Consider a two-dimensional model of UFG material
with an average grain size d. A typical grain of such
a material is modeled by a regular hexagon (Figs. 6
and 7). We assume that in the initial state, there
are two pile-ups of GBDs of the same lengths and
opposite signs, which are pressed by the external
shear stress  against the GB triple junctions A and
B (Figs. 6a and 7a). In the model, for the sake of
simplicity, the two GBD pile-ups are modeled by
two superdislocations A and B with Burgers vectors
B and -B respectively (hereinafter we will call them
±B-superdislocations) in the case of UFG material
subjected to annealing only (Fig. 6a), and two
superdislocations A and B with Burgers vectors B

and -B respectively (hereinafter we will call them
±B’-superdislocations) in the case of UFG material
subjected to annealing and additional HPT (Fig. 7a).
The magnitudes of the superdislocation Burgers
vectors are B=n

pu
b

gb
 and B’=n’

pu
b

gb
, where n

pu
 and

n’
pu

 are the numbers of GBDs in the pile-ups, and
b

gb
 is the magnitude of the Burgers vector of a GBD.

In the case of UFG material subjected to an-
nealing only, with no additional HPT, the GBD pile-
ups are characterized by a smaller Burgers vector
magnitude, B=n

pu
b

gb
, B<B’  (Fig.  6).  It  should  be

noted that the length of the pile-ups (which are
modeled through ±B -superdislocations) in the case
of UFG material subjected to annealing only (Fig. 6)
is less than the length of the pile-ups (which are
modeled through ±B’-superdislocations) in the case
of UFG material subjected to annealing with addi-
tional HPT (Fig. 7). The pile-up lengths in these two
cases are determined by numbers n

pu
 and n’

pu
 of

GBDs, respectively, from which it follows that n
pu

 <
n’

pu
. This is caused by the fact that there are no

active sources of GBDs which could produce new
GBDs in the case of UFG material subjected to
annealing only (see Fig. 6a). On the other hand, in
the case of UFG material subjected to annealing
with additional HPT, there are active sources O and
O of GBDs which fill the pile-ups with the new GBDs
in such a way that the pile-up strength (that is the
number of GBDs and the pile-up length) is main-
tained constant (the mechanism of GBD emission
from the sources is out of scope of our considera-
tion here). Therefore, the Burgers vector magnitude
B’ remains constant.

Let us consider the process of possible trans-
formation of GBD pile-ups in GB triple junctions A
and B in the case of external loading of UFG mate-
rial subjected to annealing only (Fig. 6). Under the
combined action of an external shear stress   and
the stress fields of the superdislocations A and B,
head GB dislocations of pile-ups split into sessile
GB dislocations specified by Burgers vectors
±b

s1
=±bb

gb
 and mobile lattice dislocations (LDs)

with Burgers vectors ±b which are emitted from the
GB triple junctions A and B into adjacent grain inte-
rior (Fig. 6b). In Fig. 6b, these LDs are denoted by
number 1. As a result, the GBD pile-up loses its
head GB and its Burgers vector magnitude de-
creases by b

gb
 as B-b

gb
=B

1
.

It is worth noting that although the mechanism
of emission of perfect and partial LDs from GB triple
junctions is well known and theoretically described
(see, for example, [45–47]), the present description
of LD emission caused by the transformation of the
GB dislocation structure is absolutely original and,
to the best of our knowledge, was not been consid-
ered before.

In terms of the continuum approach [48], the
emission of a pair of LDs can be represented as
formation of two dipoles AC and BD of LDs with
Burgers vectors ±b. In this case, two mobile LDs
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Fig. 6. Model of deformation mechanisms at the scale of a grain in UFG material after annealing only. (a)
The initial structure with two pile-ups of GBDs, which are modeled by ±B-superdislocations. (b,c) Emission
of the first pair of LDs from triple junctions A and B. (d) Trap of the first pair of LDs by GBs. (e) Emission of
the second pair of LDs. (f) Climb of the first pair of LDs along GBs and trap of the second pair of LDs by
GBs. (g) Emission of the third pair of LDs. (h) Defect configuration after n-th event of LD emission. Red
dislocations are GBDs, blue dislocations are LDs, green dislocations are sessile dislocations.
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Fig. 7. Model of deformation mechanisms at the scale of a grain in UFG material after annealing and
additional HPT. (a) The initial structure with two pile-ups of GBDs, which are modeled by ±B’-superdislocations.
(b)-(f) Successive emission of LDs from triple junctions A and B and formation of walls CF and DE of
climbing GBDs. Red dislocations are GBDs, blue dislocations are LDs, green dislocations are sessile
dislocations.
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(mobile b-dislocation C and -b-dislocation D) glide
to the bulk of the grain, while two immobile LDs
(immobile -b-dislocation A and b-dislocation B) re-
main at the triple junctions A and B and overlap with
the head GBDs in the GBD pile-ups, in which case
the total Burgers vectors ±B conserve (Fig. 6c). The
angle  defines the orientation of the LD slip planes.
For simplicity, we consider the symmetric case:
lattice b-dislocation C and -b-dislocation D are
emitted at the same angle  and move over the same
distance p

1
 in the grain interior, stopping at the op-

posite GBs (Fig. 6b,c).
Within the model, the emission of the first pair

of LDs becomes possible when the external shear
stress  reaches a certain critical value 

c1
. At 


c1

, lattice ±b-dislocations constituting the first pair
are emitted from the triple junctions A and B and
reach the opposite GBs where they are trapped by
these GBs and transform into ‘new’ GBDs which
can climb along these GBs (Fig. 6d). At the same
time, the sessile ±b

s1
-dislocations react with the

new head GBDs of GBD pile-ups forming new ses-
sile dislocations with Burgers vectors b

s2
 (Fig. 6d)

and thereby reducing the Burgers vector magnitude
of the pile-ups as B

1
-b

gb
=B

2
.

Then, the elementary act of the splitting of the
head GBDs of pile-ups and the emission of the sec-
ond pair of lattice ±b-dislocations from the GB triple
junctions A and B occurs. As before, the emission
of the second pair LDs is modeled by formation of
two dipoles AC and BD of lattice ±b-dislocations
(Fig. 6e). This pair of LDs (denoted by number 2)

glides along the same slip planes in the grain as
the first pair of LDs (Fig. 6e). On the other hand, the
first emitted LDs (those numbered by 1) create their
stress fields which hamper the emission of new LDs.
As a corollary, the second pair of ±b-dislocations
may be emitted only if the external shear stress 
increases up to a new critical value 

c2 
> 

c1
. After

emission, the second pair ±b-dislocations occupy
certain equilibrium positions p

2
 (Fig. 6e) inside the

grain, since repulsive forces operate between the
first and second pairs of ±b-dislocations, which do
not allow the LDs of the second pair to come closely
to the LDs of the first pair.

Further, the sessile ±b
s2

-dislocations react with
new sessile dislocations (which are formed as a
result of the reaction of the new head GBDs with
the sessile b

s1
-dislocations, see Fig. 8 for more

details), thus forming new sessile dislocations with
Burgers vectors ±b

s3
=±2b

s2
 (Fig. 6f). It is assumed

that the first ±b-dislocations climb away from points
C and D allowing the second emitted ±b-disloca-
tions to reach the GBs and facilitating the trap of
the second pair of LDs by the GBs AE and BF (Fig.
6f). After that, the emission of the third pair of lattice
±b-dislocations from the triple junctions A and B
occurs (Fig. 6g). The emission of third ±b-disloca-
tions becomes possible when the external shear
stress reaches a critical value 

c3 


c2
. The third LDs

stop in the grain at their stable equilibrium posi-
tions at a distance p

3
 from the triple junctions A and

B (Fig. 6g).

Fig. 8. Scheme of sessile dislocation formation at the triple junction. (a) The initial defect configuration with
a pile-up of GBDs, which is modeled by (n

pu
-1)b

gb
-superdislocation and a separate head b

gb
-dislocation.

(b,c) Emission of the first lattice b-dislocation and formation of the first sessile b
s1

-dislocation. (d) Forma-
tion of the second sessile b

s2
-dislocation. (e,f) Emission of the second lattice b-dislocation and transforma-

tion of the sessile dislocation.
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In the further emission of pairs of ±b-dislocations,
all repeats. Previously emitted LDs are trapped by
the GBs AE and BF and transform into new GBDs
which can climb along these GBs. In this case, each
new emission of LDs requires an increase in the
external shear stress  to a new critical value 

c(n)



c(n-1)

 (Fig. 6h). Two walls DE and CF of climbing
GBDs are formed due to successive processes of
emission of LDs and their trapping by GBs AE and
BF (Fig. 6h).

Fig. 8 shows a detailed scheme of sessile dislo-
cation formation and evolution at the GB triple junc-
tion A. As is said above, the splitting of the head
GBD of  the  ‘left’ GBD pile-up (this head GBD  is
shown separately of the other GBDs composing the
B-superdislocation in Fig. 8) leads to the emission
of the first LD into the grain interior and the forma-
tion of the first sessile b

s1
-dislocation (Figs. 8a and

8b). We have also already mentioned that such a
defect configuration is equivalent to the appearance
of a dipole of LDs (Fig. 8c). Further, it is easy to see
from Fig. 8c that the Burgers vector magnitude of
the b

s1
-dislocation is roughly three times larger than

that of the GBD and, therefore, the first two head
GBDs of the pile-up react with the b

s1
-dislocation

with no subsequent emission of LDs from the triple
junction. Only the third head GBD of the pile-up,
after such a reaction, is capable to emit a new LD
into the grain interior (Fig. 8d). Thus, the sessile
b

s1
-dislocation reacts with three head b

gb
-disloca-

tions of the GBD pile-up, forming a new sessile dis-
location with Burgers vector b

s2
 (Fig. 8d). After that,

the next head GBD comes to the triple junction (Fig.
8e) and splits into a lattice b-dislocation (denoted
by number 2), which is emitted from the triple junc-
tion into the grain interior, and a new sessile dislo-
cation with Burgers vector b

s1
 (Fig. 8f). Then, the

reaction process of next three head GBDs with the
new sessile b

s1
-dislocation repeats (see Fig. 8d).

As a result, a new sessile b
s2

-dislocation is formed
which combines with the previously formed sessile
b

s2
-dislocation into a sum sessile dislocation with

Burgers vector b
s3

=2b
s2

. This process of sessile dis-
location transformations can repeat many times,
leading to a gradual increase in the magnitude of
the sessile dislocation Burgers vector b

sn
=(n-1) b

s2
.

As a result, we can expect a combination of
deformation strengthening, which is caused by elas-
tic repulsion of gliding LDs from the walls of climb-
ing GBDs, with rather high ductility of the system,
provided by the generation and glide of GBDs form-
ing the pile-ups, the emission and glide of LDs
across the grain to the opposite GBs, and the climb

of new GBDs, transformed from the trapped LDs,
along these GBs.

In the case of UFG material subjected to an-
nealing and additional HPT, the process of emis-
sion of LDs from GB triple junctions A and B and
the formation of walls of climbing GBDs occurs in a
similar scenario (Fig. 7). However, in this case, the
strength of GBD pile-ups (that is the magnitude B’
of their sum Burgers vector) is maintained constant
as the pile-ups are fueled by new GBDs from their
GB sources O and O (Fig. 7) which leads to a sig-
nificant decrease in the critical stresses ’

cn
< 

cn

required to emit new LDs. As a result, the emission
of LDs stops much later than in the case when the
strength of GBD pile-ups decreases in parallel with
each emission of LDs (Fig. 6). Therefore, we can
expect good ductility in the second case, which is
explained by the existence of GB sources for gen-
eration of GBDs capable to glide along the GBs
and hence by the fast fueling of the GBD pile-ups.
The key point here is the lasting operation of GBD
sources O and O which are assumed to be formed
during additional HPT of the sample. The source
activity provides the stable work of the chain of plas-
ticity mechanisms: GBD glide – LD glide – GBD
climb.

Thus, as follows from the above models (Figs. 6
and 7), UFG materials subjected to annealing only
(Fig. 6) should exhibit relatively higher strength and
lower ductility than UFG materials subjected to an-
nealing and additional HPT (Fig. 7) that is in a good
accordance with our experimental results (see Sec-
tion 3).

Let us consider now the energy characteristics
of emission of the lattice ±b-dislocations from the
GB triple junctions A and B in the two cases, for
UFG materials subjected to annealing only (Fig. 6)
and for UFG materials subjected to annealing and
additional HPT (Fig. 7).

4.2. Energetic characteristics of
transformation of GBD structure
in UFG materials

To analyze the models suggested in the previous
Section, we used a semi-analytical energetic ap-
proach which is based on calculation of the total
energy of the defect structure under consideration
per unit length of parallel dislocations composing
this defect structure. On every key step of the struc-
ture transformation, we calculated the difference
between the total energies characterizing the struc-
ture after and before the transformation event, and
analyzed the energy differences numerically with
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determining the critical conditions for these transformations. A similar approach was used before many
times [43–47,49–53], so in the present paper, we do not describe it in detail and address the reader to the
earlier works.

Consider the conditions which are necessary for the energetically favorable emission of any pair of
lattice ±b-dislocations from the GB triple junctions A and B (Fig. 6h). In doing so, we study the defect
system transformation from the (n-1)-th state with a total energy W

n-1
, corresponding to the state of the

system with (n-1) pairs of ±b-dislocations, which is formed just before the moment of emission of the n-th
pair of ±b-dislocations, to the n-th state with a total energy W

n
, corresponding to the emission of the n-th

pair of ±b-dislocations. Such a transformation of the defect system is energetically favorable if W
n
=W

n
-

W
n-1

<0.
The energy difference W

n
  is determined by the expression:

b b b B b b b bs b

n s n n n n n n
W E E E E E E2 2 2 2 2 2

( ) int( ) int( ) int( ) int( ) ( )
,   


        (3)

where b

s n
E 2

( )
 is the self energy of dipole AC (BD) of ±b-dislocations in the n-th state of the defect system;

b b

n
E 2 2

int( )

  is the energy of elastic interaction between dipoles AC and BD of ±b-dislocations; B b

n
E 2

int( )

  is the
energy of elastic interaction of dipole AB of ±B

n
-superdislocations with dipoles AC and BD of ±b-disloca-

tions; b b

n
E 2

int( )

  is the sum of the energies specifying the elastic interaction of dipoles AC and BD of ±b-
dislocations and walls DE and CF of climbing ±b-dislocations; bs b

n
E 2

int( )

  is the energy of elastic interaction of
dipoles AC and BD of the lattice ±b-dislocations with the sessile ±(n-1)b

s2
-dislocations; E(n)

 is the sum of
interaction energies of the applied shear stress  with dipoles AC and BD of ±b-dislocations and walls DE
and CF of climbing ±b-dislocations.

The self energy b

s n
E 2

( )
 of dipole AC (BD) of ±b-dislocations is given by standard formulas [50]:

b n c

s n

c

p r
E Db

r

2 2

( )
2 ln 1 ,


 

 
 
 

 (4)

where D=G/[2(1-)], G is the shear modulus,  is the Poisson ratio, p
n
 is the path moved by the n-th ±b-

dislocations, r
c
b is the cut-off radius of the stress fields of ±b-dislocations.

To calculate the interaction energies b b

n
E 2 2

int( )

 , B b

n
E 2

int( )

 , b b

n
E 2

int( )

  and bs b

n
E 2

int( )

  between different defects, we used
the standard procedure of calculating the work spent to nucleate one defect (or one group of defects) in the
stress field of another defect (or another group of defects), see, for example, paper [50] for details. In doing
so, we got the final expressions for the interaction energies as follows:

b b n n

n

n n

p x y p x y y y yDb
E

x y x y p x y p x y

2 2 2 2 2 2 22

2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

int( ) 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
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[( ) ][( ) ] 4 2 2
ln ,

2 ( ) ( ) ( )
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B b n n

n n

n n n

d dp dp
E DB b

p d p dp

2 2

2

int( ) 2 2 2

2 cos 2 sin
cos ln 1 ,

2 cos

   
   

  

   
  
   

(6)

n
b b n i i n n

n

i i n i i

p x y y p p x
E Db

x y p x y x y

2 2 2 21
2 2 0 0

int( ) 2 2 2 2 2 2
1 0 0 0

( ) 2 ( 2 )
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bs b n n n n

n sn

n

x y p p x p y p
E Dbb

x y b

y x y y p x y

x y x

2 2 2 2

2 0 0 0 0

int( ) 2 2 2

0 0
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2 2 2

0 0 0

2 cos( ) 2 sin( )
cos( ) ln ln

2 [ sin( ) cos( )] 2[ sin( )][ sin( ) cos( )]
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where x
0
=p

1
, x

0
=p

1
-p

n
, x

0
=dcos, y

0
=h, y

0
=dsin, x

i
=(i-1)acot(60°+), y

i
=(i-1)a, p d

1
3 / [2sin(60 )], 

h=dsin/cos(-30°), B
n
=(n

pu
-3n+2)b

gb
, b

sn
=(n-1)b

s2
, 

s gb gb
b b b b b2 2

1
2 cos ,   

s gb s gb s
b b b b b2 2

2 1 1
4 4 cos ,   

=arcsin(b
s1

/b
s2

sin), n is the number of emitted lattice ±b-dislocations, a is the lattice parameter.
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The total interaction energy of the external shear
stress  with dipoles AC and BD of ±b-dislocations
and walls DE and CF of climbing ±b-dislocations
reads:

n n
E b p n a

( )
cos 2 [ 2( 1) ].


       (9)

In a similar way, the energy difference 
n

W ,
which corresponds to the defect structure transfor-
mation shown in Fig. 7, is given by

n n n
W W B B( ).      (10)

Using formulas (3)-(10), we calculated the en-
ergy differences W

n
 and 

n
W . The stable equilib-

rium positions p
n
 of the previously emitted ±b-dislo-

cations correspond to minima in the W
n
(p

n
) and


n

W (p
n
) dependences and can be found from the

equations W
n
/p

n
 = 0 and 

n
W /p

n
 = 0, respec-

tively. With these results on hand, we also calcu-
lated the critical shear stress 

c(n)
 that is the mini-

mum stress at which the emission of the n-th pair
of LDs is energetically favorable. The critical stress


c(n)
 can be found from the conditions that

W
n
(p=p’)=0 (where p’= 1 nm),

n

n

n

n p p

n p p

W
W

p
0 and 0.




  



The critical stress 
c(n)

 is related to the flow stress 
as follows:  =2

c(n)
/cos2.

Calculation of the critical stress ’
c(n)

 correspond-
ing to the emission of LDs in situation shown in Fig.
7 is similar to the calculation of the critical stress


c(n)
.
Based on the aforementioned calculations of

critical stresses 
c(n)

 and ’
c(n)

, we also calculated

Fig. 9. Theoretical dependences of the flow stress
 on the value of plastic deformation 

n
 (dashed

curves) in comparison with the experimental data
(solid curves).

the dependence of the flow stress  on the value of
plastic shear deformation 

n
. The latter can be esti-

mated by the following expression: 
n
2nb/d. To

calculate the dependences (
n
) for UFG aluminum,

we used the following values of material parameters:
G = 27 GPa, =0.31, a=0.405 nm,  b=a 2/2,
b

gb
0.1 nm [48]. Other parameters of the defect

system were taken as d=1000 nm and =20°.
The dependences (

n
) calculated numerically

(Fig. 9) for UFG aluminum subjected to annealing,
in which case we took n

pu
=15 (dashed curve 1), and

to annealing and additional HPT, in which case we
took n’

pu
=30 (dashed curve 2). For comparison, our

experimental curves given by solid lines are also
shown in Fig. 9. As is seen, the theoretical results
are in a good agreement with the experimental data.

It is worth noting that our theoretical results also
well correspond with those of computer simulations
by Hasnaoui et al. [41] who reported on a reduction
of plastic strain (ductility) when GBs and triple junc-
tion regions approach more equilibrium conditions
in nanocrystalline Ni with mean grain size of 12 nm.
Although it seems evident that underlying mecha-
nisms of plasticity in that case of extremely fine
nanograins should be rather different as compared
with our case, the general issue is the same: the
closer GB structures are to their equilibrium states,
the lower ductility of the UFG (or nanocrystalline)
material should be expected.

5. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

For the first time, we have demonstrated experimen-
tally the hardening by annealing in a temperature
range of 90–200°C for HPT-processed CP Al and
the implementation of its high ductility at the ductil-
ity level of CG Al, while maintaining high strength of
the HPT-processed sample, by repeating the low
temperature annealing followed by a slight additional
deformation by HPT. We have shown that the UFG
structure of the HPT-processed samples is charac-
terized by the following specific features: (i) the most
of GBs are non-equilibrium HAGBs, (ii) the initial
dislocation density was rather low (4.1 1012 m-2) and
mostly attributed to GBs, (iii) the grain interior was
nearly free from dislocations. The annealing leads
to decrease of crystal lattice distorsions near
HAGBs and 3 times decrease of dislocation den-
sity without change in GB distribution on
misorientation angle and without significant change
in grain size. The additional small deformation al-
most restored the dislocation density to the value
which is typical for HPT-processed samples.
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Based on the obtained experimental results, we
have suggested two theoretical models which ex-
plain the hardening by annealing and the implemen-
tation of high plasticity while maintaining a high level
of strength in UFG structures. These theoretical
models describe the main micromechanisms of plas-
tic deformation in UFG aluminum subjected to these
treatments. In particular, the plastic deformation is
assumed to be realized through the emission of LDs
from triple junctions of GBs containing pile-ups of
GBDs, the glide of these LDs across neighboring
grains, their accumulation at and climb along the
opposite GBs. The energy characteristics and the
critical stresses of LD emission have been deter-
mined in the two different cases, for UFG aluminum
subjected to annealing only and to annealing with
small additional HPT deformation. In the models,
these two regimes differ from each other by the as-
sumptions that, in the first case of annealing with
no additional HPT deformation, there are no active
GBD sources which are capable to generate many
GBDs and to support their constant number in the
GBD pile-up, while in the second case of annealing
with small additional HPT deformation, such active
GBD sources do exist. As a result, in the first case,
the GBD pile-ups are relatively weak and can emit
a limited number of LDs under a relatively higher
external stress, which results in the mechanical
behavior characterized by very high strength and
low ductility. In contrast, in the second case, the
GBD pile-ups are relatively strong and can emit a
large number of LDs under a relatively lower exter-
nal stress, which results in a relatively lower strength
and higher ductility of the UFG material. The result-
ing theoretical dependences of the flow stress on
the plastic deformation value have been calculated
which demonstrate good qualitative and quantita-
tive agreement with our experimental data.
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